WP34. EASY KNIT HEADBANDS

(Make lots of these for gifts and to have on hand to keep your hair back when gardening, working out, or out and about. Wider versions make great ski headbands too!)

One size fits all

Materials: Worsted weight yarn, about 35 yards of any leftover yarn, or use up various colors to make a 1½ inch width band. If you are making it a wider band, allow more yarn. (About 3 yards for every 2 rows.)
1 pair US #10 needles

Gauge: (measured on the garter st. version)
4 sts = 1 inch

Directions: For a 1½ inch band, cast on loosely, 68 sts. Knit each row, changing colors as desired until 1½ inches or desired width of band. Bind off loosely. Sew narrow ends of band together.

Note: Our wider versions are 2 to 2½ inches in depth. Make wider if desired.

For "Ribbed Band", cast on loosely as above, working in "K 2, P 2" ribbing. Repeat this row until desired width for band. Bind off loosely and sew narrow ends of band together.
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